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Aluminized explosives have been applied in military industry since decades ago. Compared with ideal explosives such as TNT, HMX, RDX, aluminized explosives feature
both fast detonation and slow metal combustion chemistry, generating a complex multiphase reactive ﬂow. Though aluminized explosives have been employed for a long time,
the mechanism underneath the chemical process is still not thoroughly understood. In
this paper, a smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method incorporated ignition and
growth model, and afterburning model has been proposed for the simulation of aluminized explosive. Ignition and growth model is currently the most popular model for
the simulation of high explosives, which is capable of accurately reproducing arrival
time of detonation front and pressure history of high explosives. It has been integrated
in commercial software such as ANSYS-LS DYNA. In addition, an afterburning model
has been integrated in the SPH code to simulate the combustion of aluminum particles.
Simulation is compared with experiment and good agreement is observed. The proposed
mathematical model can be used to study the detonation of aluminized explosives.
Keywords: Aluminized explosives; smooth particle hydrodynamics; ignition and growth
model; afterburning model; numerical modeling of detonation.

1. Introduction
Aluminized explosives are high explosives using micrometer-scale (for example,
5–10 µm) aluminum particles as additive. The mass fraction of aluminum in aluminized explosives ranges from 20% to 40% or even higher. Diﬀerent from ideal
explosives like TNT, HMX, RDX, TATB, aluminized explosives feature both fast
detonation and slow metal combustion. The detonation of high explosives happens
in microseconds, however, the combustion of aluminum particles generally takes
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milliseconds or even longer. Due to the addition of aluminum particles, aluminized
explosives have relatively low brisance but high blast potential [Cook et al. (1957)].
The detonation of high explosives and combustion of aluminum particles are
rather complicated phenomenon. The mechanism underneath the chemical process
is still not thoroughly understood till today. Modeling detonation and subsequent
combustion requires a detailed knowledge of the chemical kinetics [see Cooper and
Kurowski (1996); Cooper (1996)]. Abundant research has been conducted on the
topics, experimentally and numerically. Wilkins, Squier obtained the Chapman–
Jouguet pressure and equation of state (EoS) of PBX 9404 through experiments [see
Wilkins et al. (1965)]. Wackerle [1978] investigated the pressure history of PBX 9404
through planar shock initiation. Cook et al. [1957] measured detonation pressure
and detonation velocity of TNT–Al and other aluminized explosives. Due to the
complexity of the phenomenon, it takes longer time for researchers to understand
the mechanism theoretically.
Bdzil et al. [2002] proposed detonation shock theory (DSD), which assumes
that the velocity of detonation normal to the shock is solely a function of shock
curvature. The theory has been integrated in their codes to study ANFO. Lee and
Tarver [1980], Tarver and Hallquist [1981] proposed a mathematical model to study
shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives. In the model, they ﬁrst introduced the
concept of ignition and growth. The model assumes pressure equilibrium between
solid explosive and gaseous products. Afterwards, the model has been improved
continuously. In addition to pressure equilibrium, Tarver and McGuire [2002] further
introduced temperature equilibrium as closure condition in their model. After that,
ignition and growth model has been applied to study various high explosives, such
as TATB, LX-17 and polymer-bonded explosives PBX 9404, PBX 9501 [Tarver
(2005); Tarver and Chidester (2009); Tarver et al. (2002)]. Compared with Jones–
Wilkins–Lee (JWL)++ model [Souers et al. (2000)], ignition and growth model can
accurately reproduce pressure history and arrival time of detonation front. However,
the parameters in ignition and growth model are obtained through cylinder test,
thus, it is limited to describe long-term (millisecond scale) phenomenon, such as
combustion of explosive gases and aluminum particles.
To investigate the mechanism of combustion of aluminum particles, researches
have conducted both experiment and theoretical analysis. Boiko and Poplavski
[2002] studied the ignition of aluminum powders in shock waves, and measured the
relationship between reaction rate and temperature. [Kuhl et al. (2003, 2010a,b)]
proposed a model to calculate the reaction rate for the combustion of aluminum
under shock waves. Based on these models, Kuhl et al. [2010a] investigated the
explosion of aluminized explosive. However, the model proposed by Kuhl is too
complicated. It also has other disadvantages such as negative internal energy, which
is incompatible with common model for high explosive such as ignition and growth
model. Thus, a simpliﬁed afterburning model is employed in our paper. The idea
is using a reaction rate model to describe the combustion of aluminum particles.
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Thus, heat will be released with the combustion of aluminum particles. The details
will be introduced below.
There have been a lot of literatures on the employment of the afterburning
model. Togashi et al. [2012] investigated the detonation and afterburning eﬀects
of AFX 757 and TNT–Al in a conﬁned facility. The simulation agrees well with
measurements. Zhou et al. [2015] studied the detonation of aluminized explosive
using similar model and obtained good result.
Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-free Lagrangian method. Due
to its advantage in tracking moving interfaces and dealing with large deformations, it has been used to solve hydraulic problem, ballistics problems and so on,
which is diﬃcult for traditional ﬁnite element method and ﬁnite volume method
(FVM). Liu and Liu [2003], Liu et al. [2003a–c] investigated the feasibility of using
SPH to simulate explosion of high explosives, underwater explosion and shaped
charge detonation. However, the models for detonation in those literatures are either
JWL or JWL++, which is much less accurate compared with ignition and growth
model. Therefore, in this paper, a SPH method incorporated with ignition and
growth model and afterburning model is proposed for the simulation of aluminized
explosives.
2. Theoretical Models
2.1. Governing equations in SPH method
The governing equations for hydrodynamics problems are Navier–Stokes equations,
which are conservation of mass, momentum and energy, respectively, as follows Liu
and Liu [2003]:
∂vβ
dρ
= −ρ β ,
dt
∂x

(1)

dvα
1 ∂σ αβ
=
,
dt
ρ ∂xβ

(2)

σ αβ ∂v α
de
=
+ q̇,
dt
ρ ∂xβ

(3)

where ρ is density, p is pressure of particle, e is speciﬁc internal energy, v is velocity
and σ is total stress tensor, q̇ is source item (chemical heat), t is time. The source
item q̇ plays critical role in the transition of shock wave to detonation wave.
For simpliﬁcation, viscous shear stress is not considered in the governing equations. After manipulation, the original governing equations can be expressed as
follows [Liu and Liu (2003)]:
N

mj β ∂Wij
dρi
= ρi
v
,
dt
ρ ij ∂xβi
j=1 j
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dviα
dt

=
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N

p
dei
p
1
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j
β ∂Wij
mj  2 + 2 +  vij
+ q̇,
=
dt
2 j=1
ρi
ρj
∂xβi
ij

(5)

(6)

where mj is particle mass of particle j, Wij is smoothing function for particle pair
i, j, Πij is artiﬁcial viscosity.
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2.2. Ignition and growth model for detonation
The ignition and growth model is proposed by Lee and Tarver [1980], Tarver and
McGuire [2002]. Compared with JWL model and JWL++ model, ignition and
growth model introduces two physical assumptions (pressure equilibrium and temperature equilibrium), so it is more complicated and accurate. It can accurately
reproduce arrival time of detonation wave and pressure history. Ignition and growth
model has been successfully applied to various high explosives, including TATB,
LX-17 and polymer-bonded explosives such as PBX 9404, PBX 9501. Due to these
advantages, ignition and growth model has been integrated in commercial software
such as ANSYS LS-DYNA.
Ignition and growth model includes two standard JWL equations of state, one
for solid explosive and the other for gaseous products. Both of the EoSs have the
form:
ωCV T
,
(7)
p = Ae−R1 V + Be−R2 V +
V
where p is pressure, V is volume ratio, T is temperature, CV is the average heat
capacity and A, B, R1 , R2 , ω are parameters ﬁtted based on experiment.
The speed of sound is given by
V 2 dp
,
(8)
ρ0 dV
where p is pressure of solid explosive or explosive products.
Two assumptions are introduced in ignition and growth model, which are pressure equilibrium and temperature equilibrium. In the initial ignition and growth
model, there is only pressure equilibrium. Afterwards, temperature equilibrium is
introduced in the model as a standard approach for closure.
The reaction rate equation is:
dλ
= λ1 + λ2 + λ3 ,
(9a)
dt

x
ρ

b

λ

=
I
(1
−
λ)
−
1
−
a
, 0 < λ ≤ λig max ,
1


ρ0
(9b)
c

0 < λ ≤ λG1 max ,
λ2 = G1 (1 − λ) λd py ,




e
λG2 min ≤ λ < 1,
λ3 = G2 (1 − λ) λg pz ,
c2 = −
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where I, a, b, x, c, d, y, e, g, z, G1 , G2 , λig max , λG1 max and λG2 min are rate
constants, ρ is the current density.
In the implementation of ignition and growth model, the status of reaction can
be described by λ, ranging from 0 to 1.0 represents solid explosive, while 1 represents
gaseous products. The number between 0 and 1 represents mixing status.
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2.3. Afterburning model for combustion of aluminum particles
Afterburning model is common in the simulation of combustion. Miller [1995] proposed the idea to combine ignition and growth model with afterburning model.
Ignition and growth model is used to describe the detonation of high explosive,
while the afterburning model is used to describe the combustion of explosive gases
or aluminum particles. Kuhl et al. [2003] proposed a diﬀerent idea, which introduces temperature in their afterburning model. Thermodynamics code Cheetah is
used to calculate the constituent of explosive gases. In addition, the speciﬁc internal
energy of components of explosive gases is set to be negative at the beginning of
the simulation, which is incompatible with ignition and growth model. The model
has been used to study various explosives such as SDF1 (an aluminized explosive,
consisting of 45% C4 H8 N8 O8 , 35% Al, 20% C4 H6 ), SDF2 (a polyethylene-based
fuel, consisting of 17% C5 H8 N4 O12 , 17% Al, 66% C4 H6 ). The drawback is that it
is quite complicated and requires Cheetah to obtain extra information (constituent
of explosive gases) needed for the subsequent simulation.
The model proposed by Miller [1995] is employed in this paper. The EoS for
the explosive gases is modiﬁed to the form [Togashi et al. (2010, 2012); Zhou et al.
(2015); Miller (1995)]:
ω(CV T + αQ)
(10)
V
where p is pressure, V is volume ratio, and A, B, R1 , R2 , w are parameters ﬁtted
according to experiment, Q is the energy generated in the combustion of aluminum
particles, α represents the process of combustion [Togashi et al. (2010)]:
p = Ae−R1 V + Be−R2 V +

dα
1/2
= a(1 − α)
dt

p
p0

1/6

,

(11)

where a is parameter ﬁtted according to experiment, p0 is atmospheric pressure.
a is set to be 1950 in all simulation of aluminized explosive.
3. Numerical Models
3.1. Validation of ignition and growth model
PBX 9501 is a widely used HMX-based plastic bonded explosive, which consists of
95% HMX, 2.5% Estane binder and 2.5% BDNPA/F. To validate the ignition and
growth model, a 1D PBX 9501 model is proposed. The model is 0.02 m in length.
The explosive bar is detonated using shock impact, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. 1D model of PBX 9501 bar.
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Table 1. Parameters of JWL EoSs for solid explosive and gaseous products of PBX 9501.
ρ0 (kg/m3 )

A (GPa)

B (GPa)

R1

R2

ω

CV (J/(kg · K))

Solid PBX 9501

1,835

732000.00

−5.2654

14.1

1.41

0.8867

2.7806 × 106

Gaseous products
of PBX 9501

1,835

1668.9

5.9

2.1

0.45

59.69

1.0 × 106

Table 2. Reaction rate parameters of PBX 9501.
Reaction rate parameters of PBX 9501
I
a
b
x
c
d
y
e
g
z
G1
G2
λigmax
λG1max
λG2max

1.4 × 1017 s−1
0.0
0.667
20.0
0.667
0.277
2.0
0.333
1.0
2.0
130 × 10−16 Pa−y s−1
400 × 10−16 Pa−z s−1
0.3
0.5
0.5

The model consists of 4,000 particles. The particles are evenly distributed and
smoothing length of each particle is set to be 1.5 times distance between two neighboring particles.
The parameters of ignition and growth model are listed in Table 1 [Tarver et al.
(2002)].
The parameters for reaction rate are listed in Table 2 [Tarver et al. (2002)].
The initial velocity of 1D explosive bar is set to be 480 m/s. The variation of
shock wave and detonation wave is shown in Fig. 2.
The build-up eﬀect in the propagation of shock wave is well presented in Fig. 2.
With the release of chemical heat, the shock wave becomes increasingly stronger.
At around 0.01 m, the shock wave transforms into sustainable detonation wave.
1750046-6
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Fig. 2. Variation of shock wave. Each curve represents the distribution of pressure along the
explosive bar at speciﬁc time.

The distribution of velocity, density and reaction along the explosive bar at
3.5 µs is shown in Fig. 3.
It can be seen from Fig. 3(c) that the reaction zone of high explosive is quite
narrow. Solid explosive will promptly turn into explosive gases after detonation
front passing through.
The comparison of simulation with FVM and experiment [Tarver et al. (2002)]
is shown in Fig. 4. In the experiment, to record the pressure history at diﬀerent
locations, pressure gauges are embedded in the explosive bar, which are located,
respectively, at 0, 5, 7, 9, 12 and 15 mm from detonation end.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that SPH model incorporated with ignition and
growth model can accurately reproduce the arrival time of detonation front. The
pressure history at 7, 9, 12 and 15 mm calculated by SPH and FVM are quite
similar, however, this is not the case for location 0 and 5 mm. This probably results
from diﬀerent boundary conditions in the two cases. The calculated peak pressure
by SPH and FVM are also close to experiment. However, both simulation results
are a little diﬀerent from experiment. Due to the complexity of the detonation,
numerical modeling is limited to describe all the details.
3.2. Numerical model for simulation of aluminized explosive
The aluminized explosive, we study is HMX–Al, which consists of 69% HMX, 15%
Al, 7.5% GAP, 7.5% FomblinD and 1% isonate.
The 1D model is similar to the one described in Fig. 1. There are a total 2,000
particles (0.0292 m) in the model. The initial velocity of the aluminized explosive
bar is set to be 1,000 m/s. Afterburning model is combined with ignition and growth
1750046-7
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(a) vx along explosive bar

(b) Density along explosive bar

(c) Reaction progress along explosive bar
Fig. 3. Distribution of velocity, density and reaction progress along the explosive bar at 3.5 µs.

model for the simulation of aluminized explosive. Because combustion of aluminum
particles is much slower than detonation, to simplify the model, it is assumed that
combustion only happens to those particles that are in full gas state.
The evolution of pressure along the explosive bar is shown in Fig. 5.
The growth of shock wave can be clearly seen in Fig. 5. From left to right,
as shock wave propagates in explosive, chemical energy is gradually released and
the shock wave becomes increasingly stronger. Finally, the shock wave grows into
self-sustainable detonation wave. The calculated peak pressure is close to Chapman–
Jouguet pressure obtained in experiment [Manner et al. (2012)].
Compared to Fig. 2, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that peak pressure of aluminized
explosive is reduced from 40 GPa to around 25 GPa. This is because the addition of aluminum particles reduces peak pressure in the initial stage of detonation
(combustion of aluminum particle is much slower than detonation speed of HMX).
1750046-8
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(a) Simulation (SPH)

(b) Simulation (FVM)

(c) Experiment
Fig. 4. Comparison of simulation with FVM and experiment.

However, aluminum particles are beneﬁcial for the long-lasting heat release. The
comparison of reaction progress of HMX and aluminum at 5 µs is shown in Fig. 6.
It can be seen that compared with high explosive, the reaction of aluminum
particles is much slower.
The distribution of pressure, x-velocity and density is shown in Fig. 7.
The pressure history at diﬀerent locations away from the left end of the
bar is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the pressure decreases rapidly with
distance.
To investigate the inﬂuence of mass fraction of aluminum on performance of
aluminized explosive, series of simulation is conducted, which includes diﬀerent
weight percent of aluminum, as shown in Table 3. Due to the scarcity of data, the
weight percent of HMX, Al and other constituent are all assumed for simulation use.
1750046-9
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Fig. 5. Evolution of pressure along the aluminized explosive bar. Each curve represents distribution
of pressure at speciﬁc time. From left to right, there are 10 curves in total and the time is from
1 µs to 10 µs.

(a) Reaction of HMX

(b) Reaction of aluminum particles

Fig. 6. Comparison of reaction progress of HMX and aluminum particles.

The inﬂuence of mass fraction of aluminum on pressure history at near-ﬁeld and
far-ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 9.
The variation of pressure with mass fraction of aluminum is shown in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 10(b), only the pressure of starting point of the smooth stage in Fig. 9(b) is
extracted.
It can be seen from Fig. 10(a) that with the increase of aluminum, the peak
pressure at near-ﬁeld is reduced, which agrees with the analysis above. However,
1750046-10
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(a) Pressure

(b) x-velocity

(c) Density
Fig. 7. Distribution of pressure, x-velocity and density along the aluminized explosive bar.

for the far-ﬁeld, the case is the opposite, as shown in Fig. 10(b). As time evolves,
more aluminum starts to combust and increasing amount of heat is released, which
enhances the pressure at far-ﬁeld. Second-order curve and ﬁrst-order curve is used
to ﬁt the near-ﬁeld pressure and the far-ﬁeld pressure. It can be seen from Fig. 10
that the ﬁtted curves almost coincides with the original curves. The ﬁtted formulas
are as follows:
pnear = −0.0133w2 + 0.0215w + 29.8731, 0 ≤ w ≤ 20,
pfar = 0.0179w + 0.3010,

0 ≤ w ≤ 20.

(12)

The variation of impulse with mass fraction of aluminum is shown in Fig. 11. Secondorder curve is used to ﬁt the original curve. The ﬁtted formula is as follows:
Ifar = −26w2 + 2291w + 22547,
1750046-11
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(a) Pressure history at near-ﬁeld

(b) Pressure history at far-ﬁeld

Fig. 8. Pressure history of HMX–Al at near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld.

Table 3. Aluminized explosives with diﬀerent mass fractions of aluminum.
HMX+0% Al HMX + 5% Al HMX + 10% Al HMX + 15% Al HMX + 20% Al
HMX (kg)
Al (kg)
Others (kg)

1424.9
0
286.4

1363.4
86.83
286.4

1300.2
176.28
286.4

1234.9
268.47
286.4

1167.7
363.52
286.4

Note: All the simulations have the same conﬁguration except the weight percent of aluminum.

(a) 0.0146 m

(b) 0.152 m

Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of mass fraction of aluminum on pressure history at near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld.
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(a) Peak pressure in near-ﬁeld

(b) Pressure in far-ﬁeld

Fig. 10. Variation of pressure with mass fraction of aluminum.

Fig. 11. Variation of impulse with mass fraction of aluminum.

4. Conclusion
SPH method is a mesh-free Lagrangian method. Compared with traditional ﬁnite
element method and FVM, it has special advantages in tracking free surfaces and
dealing with large deformation. In this paper, a SPH method that incorporates
ignition and growth model and afterburning model has been proposed to study the
detonation of aluminized explosives HMX-Al. The ignition and growth model is
used to describe the detonation of HMX, while the afterburning model is used to
describe combustion of aluminum particles. To verify the method, ﬁrst, the ignition
and growth model is validated. A simpliﬁed model of 1D PBX 9501 explosive bar is
1750046-13
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developed. The calculated pressure history at diﬀerent locations on the explosive bar
is compared with that obtained through FVM and experiment and good agreement
is observed. It is concluded that the SPH model is reliable and adequately accurate
to simulate the detonation of high explosives.
Then, an afterburning model is integrated to the SPH codes to study aluminized
explosives. The ignition and growth model is used to describe the detonation of
high explosives, and the afterburning model is used to describe the combustion of
aluminum particles. It is assumed that the combustion of aluminum particles only
happens after the detonation of high explosive. To investigate the inﬂuence of mass
fraction of aluminum on aluminized explosive, series of simulation are conducted.
According to the simulation, with the increase of mass fraction of aluminum, the
peak pressure in the near-ﬁeld is reduced, however, in the far-ﬁeld, due to the
combustion of aluminum particles, the pressure increases.
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